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Introduction
Consider the general procedure of gauge theory. There are given a Biemannian manifold (Mn,g), a principal fibre bundle P(M,G) --f M and the full gauge group. Special cases are the Yang-Mills theory with the gauge group Gp = Aut, (P) of vertical automorphisms (automorphisms over idM), acting on the space Cp of G-connections and the gauge theory of gravitation with P = L(O(n),M), and the gauge group Diff M C Aut L(O(n),M) acting on the space M of metrics (Einstein theory) or on the space of metrics and on the space of connections (Hilbert-Palatini theory) or on the space of connections (Eddington theory). Moreover, there is given a functional invariant under 6, i.e. a functional on the space of configurations Cp/Gp resp. M/DiffM.
Therefore the first step in the corresponding theory is the study of the configuration space Cp/cp resp. M/DiffM. For compact M this has been done in [5, 2, 14, 15, 13] and many others. On open manifolds, the methods applied there completely break down. Consider M, M, Diff M, M/DiffM.
At first one has to introduce Sobolev completions.
But on an open manifold different metrics and different covariant derivatives generate in general different Sobolev spaces and completions.
Therefore it is not clear what are Sobolev completions. Furthermore, the image of a differential operator with injective symbol is not closed in general. Therefore the differential of the action Diff M -{g}, (f,g) + f*g, h as no closed image in general, i.e. where 1 -1 denotes the pointwise norm.
Many classes of open manifolds are endowed with metrics of bounded geometry or admit such metrics in a natural manner, e.g. homogeneous spaces or coverings of closed manifolds.
In what follows, we need implications of bounded geometry for the Christoffel symbols and the metric in normal coordinates.
The first result in this direction was obtained by Kaul [ll] . Therefore, in order to prove the boundedness of the derivatives of the Christoffel symbols, or what is the same, the higher derivatives of the exponential map, we should prove the boundedness of the partial derivatives of the metric in normal coordinates. Dk-1 independent of p E M which bounds the C"-'-norm of the I?; in any normal coordinate system of radius < ru at any p E M.
0
The proof of Theorem 2.4 which is rather long and technical shall appear in [6] . It uses extensively Jacobi field techniques and comparison theorems for inhomogeneous ordinary differential equations.
The space of Riemannian metrics on a noncompact manifold
The introduction of a topology on the set of Riemannian metrics on a compact manifold is a very simple matter. One can work with finite covers or take the induced topology from the Sobolev (vector) space H"(S2T*) f y 0 s mmetric covariant a-tensors. In any case, one gets the same topology. On open manifolds all these procedures do not work or give different topologies. Inspecting the set of all complete Riemannian metrics on an open manifold more carefully, one sees that this set carries a natural "intrinsic" topology which coincides on a compact manifold with the usual one. We describe in this paper this "intrinsic" topology at the Ck-level. The more difficult &-case will be studied in [6] .
For a tensor t and a metric g we denote by I$+ the pointwise norm at z E M taken with respect to the metric g. The global CO-norm b]t] is defined by b(t( -b(t], = SUPIEM I%=-Let M = M(M") be the set of smooth complete Riemannian metrics on M and g E M. We define a uniform structure bU(g) Set for E > 0, g E M bw7) = (9' E bu(dl blS -g'lg < &}.
Lemma 3.3. The set of all bUC(g), E > 0, g E M, defines a set of neighbourhood filter bases for a locally metrizable topology on M.
Proof. There remains only to show that for each bUC(g) there exists a bUC,(g) such that bUE(g) is a neighbourhood for each g' E bUC,(g), i.e. there exists a S = S(g') such that bUh(g') c bUE(g). Set E' = c/2 and 6 < &.A2/2 and let g" E bUs(g'). Then, since
The arising topology on M shall be denoted as C"tb-topology and we write bM for M endowed with this topology. In a similar manner we define the Ckyb-topology. For metrics g,g' we set B = g -g', D = V' -V = Vg' -Vg. Assume g' E bU(g). IV'"gl,, l<i<k;
IV'BI,, lQi<k;
Proof. We use IVg'l = IVBI, [V'gl = IV'BI, always taken with respect to the same metric,
4)
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(3.5) The proof for Ic = 1 follows immediately from formulas (3.4), (3.5) and is performed in [7, p. 351 . For Ic > 1 the proof follows by (3.5).
cl
We define now ?J(g) = (9' E bU(g) 1 bp'DI < Then Lemma 3.4 immediately implies a simple induction, differentiating (3.4), 00, o<:<,<-11).
Corollary 3.5. g' E b*%(g) if and onry if g E bJqg'). Proof. We have to show once again that for each b*kUc(g) there exists a b*kUE,(g) such that blkUc(g) is a ne'g 1 hbourhood for each g' E bTkUE,(g), i.e. there exists a 6 = S(g') such that b,kus(g') c b*kUC(9), k-l bvklg -g'q9 e blg -g'q + c blVj(V -v"& < E (3.6) j=O for each g' E bykUg(g'). The p roof of formula (3.6) is not so easy as of (3.3). We start with k = 1. Set E' = 3~ and 6 < iA2 s $E. Then Assume now k > 1 and consider
We have done if there exists a bound C = C(V,V') > 0 such that
for all g" E btkU(g). Then, for E' = s/2, S < ~/2. l/max(l/Az, C),
There remains to prove (3.7) for k > 1. For k = 2 we have for the pointwise norm
Using (3.1) and taking the supremum norm, we obtain the assertion for k = 2. Suppose now (3.7) for CyzA and consider C,"=,, assuming (3.7) for Cyzi. Then, setting for a moment V' -VI' = 7, Vjq = @(VI _ Vu) = (Vj _ VlVj-r)77 + VfVj-rq
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For the term on the right hand side corresponding to i = 1 we have done, since by induction assumption,
There remains to consider the terms V'i-'(V -V')V"-"7, i > 1. Applying the procedure (3.8) repeated to V"-" in the terms V'i-l(V -V')VKWiq, we have finally to estimate expressions
il + * --+ i, = K, il 2 1, 1 6 i, < K. By the Leibniz rule each term of (3.11) turns into a sum of products, where each factor can be estimated by
< Cj, * Djs * f + * blV'S771g',
9+3
and we have done. 0
Denote bykM for M endowed with this topology. Set
Proof.
We perform induction and start with k = 0. With R = Rg, R' = Rg' there holds
R'( U, V)W = R( U, V)W + D( U, D( V, W)) -D(V, D(U, W)) -D(D(U, V), W + D(D(v, U), W
(3.12)
i.e. R, D, VD bounded imply R' bounded. Now the induction is easily completed, differentiating (3.12). Cl
Proof. If g,g' E M(Bk), then according to Corollary 2.5 blg-g'l, < cc and the Ck-'-norm of the Christoffel symbols is bounded. As one easily sees, this implies blDI, = blV -V'I, < 00, blVDI, < co,. . . , blVk-'DI, < 00, and therefore g' E blkU(g). Cl
We recall now a fundamental result of U. Abresch which implies the density of
Set (1 + Eo)-2g < 3 < (1+ Eo)2g. According to (3.13), it is unimportant whether we take in (3.14), (3.15) the pointwise norm with respect to g or SEOrE (g) = g. For the proof we refer to [I] . Cl
Proof. If g E M(Bn) th en, according to the definition, infrEMrA,,(x) > 0. Therefore, lViRlz < C( n,i,Eo). Formula (3.13) implies the existence of a C"lb-convergent
This provides a certain justification for the restriction to M(Bk), Ic sufficiently large if necessary. In the forthcoming paper devoted to the La-case this fact is of important meaning.
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The space of metrics on noncompact manifolds M(Bk,I) is dense in boom.
We need now some estimates on the injectivity radius and follow here [3, p. 47-48] . Let (Mn,g ) be open, complete, satisfying (B n , i.e. 6 < K < A for the sectional )
(R remannian distance), and fix r,re,s with For the proof we refer to [3] . Cl
This formula provides a lower bound for the injectivity radius. It is clear that the right hand side of (3.16) could tend to 0 but ri;,j(M,g) > 0. But (3.16) indicates in many cases the actual behaviour of the injectivity radius. For instance, on cusps with K G -1 we have rinj(p) s 0, and the right hand side tends to zero (as it should be), since VT(p) + 0, denominator --f 00. If (Mn,g) satisfies (Bu) and (I), then there exists a conitT;t 6 > 0 such that V,(p) > b for all p and the other ingredients of the right hand side of (3.16) are positively bounded from below and above. 
M(Bk,I)
is open in M(Bk) c btk+2M.
Proof. Consider a quotient l/(1 + a), a > 0, and arbitrary E > 0 such that 1 -E x (1 + u) > 0, E < l/(1 + a). F or real X with 1 + a + X > 0 the conditions o< 1 1 1 --&< 1+a l+a+X <-l+a and a(1 + u)" Proof. We show the local contractibility which implies the locally arcwise connectedness. According to Lemma 3.4, we can work with neighbourhood bases
We show that g' E *tkU:(g), 0 < t < 1, implies tg' + (1 -t)g E *lkU:(g). But
*'kItg'+(1-t)g-g19' = *'"lt(g'-g)lgr = t*b7klg'-gjgt < t& < E. Since M(Bk), M(Bk, I) are open in *v'+~M we have done. C "kU(gti),
i.e. according to Corollary 3.5, *vkU(gti_,) = *vkU(gti). Repeating this conclusion, we obtain *'V(g) = **"u(g'), g E bPkU(g), camp(g) G *pkU(g). We have to show that *,"U(g) 2 camp(g). Suppose now that g' E *lkU(g). Set gt = g' t + (1 -t)g. Then we conclude immediately from the proof of 3.16 that {gt}oGtG1 is an arc in *ykU(g) which connects g and g', i.e. g' E camp(g), *y"U(g) c camp(g).
•I To describe the structure of the considered spaces and to prepare the next section we introduce Banach spaces of bounded tensors. Let (E, h) + (M, g) be a Riemannian vector bundle, Vh an associated Riemannian connection, Vg the Levi-Civita connection, T: 8 E a tensor bundle with values in E, V the associated tensor product connection coming from Vg, V '. Denote by Q"(Z',9 8 E) the O-forms with values in T,? @ E = the smooth section of T,P @ E = smooth tensor fields with values in E.
We set By assumption, blVhl, < co, "lV' -VI, < 00, and we obtain by means of (3.2)
blW,, < C'b,d)( blhl, + blWg> = C'(s,s') -bvllhlgr bp'lhl,, < C(g,g') -b711hlg.
Changing the role of g and g', which is possible according to Corollary 3.5, we obtain for k E bfty( S2T*, g') b*llklg G Ww') byllklg,, and we have done. Assume b*iQo(S2T*,g) = b*iOo(S2T*,g') for i = K -1 with equivalent norms and h E bflo(S2T*,g). Then, with I -1 = I -lgtlc lV'"hl 6 [(V'" -VV'"-')hl + IVV'"-'hi < IV' -VI. IV'"-'hi + IVV'"-'hi.
By assumption resp. induction assumption blV' -VI, < 00, blV' -Vlg, < 00, resp. blV'K-lh(gr < 00. Therefore, we have to consider IVV"+'hl and we use (3.9), (3.10), -V)Y+h + V'(h, and we recall word for word the arguments, i.e. finally we have to estimate pointwise Vj(V'-V)VSh, j<K-2, j+s=r;-1.
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But by assumption g' E WY(g), bl@(V'-V)I, < 00, blVj(V'-V)I,' < 00, blV%l,' < C" -bJVShlg', b+lhlg' < c -bqzls, K 6 k.
Exchanging the role of g and g', which is possible according to Corollary 3.5, we obtain for h E bRz(S2T,g') and we have done.
q This proposition justifies the notation "~kRo(S2T*, U(g)) as a class of topological Banach spaces.
Denote by C"+2M the set of all complete Riemannian metrics of differentiability class k + 2. Proof. Let g' E b*k+2U(g) I3 C k+2M, i.e. g' is a complete Riemannian metric of class Ck+2 satisfying (Bk). According to Proposition 3.8 this implies the existence of Cl, C2 > 0 such that GIxl,2 = Cl * g(X,X) < g/(X,X) < c2 *9(X,X) = CM,2
for all X E T&f and for all x E M. Set E = E(g') = m and let g" E btk+2m, 9" = g' + 7, bl+, < b*k+21r(9 < E = m, where we have taken byk+2UE(g') in the completed component byk+2U(g). From '1~1~ < m we obtain -G/2 1x1; < 7(X,X) Q G/2 Iq, Cl/2 -1x1; = -c1/2 * 1x1; + Cl * 1x1; < 7(X,X) t g'(X, X) = g'(X, X) = (Cl/2 + c2Kq for all X E T,M and for all z E M, i.e. g" is positively definite of class Ck+2. Moreover, replacing in (3.12) R' by R" = Rg" and R by R' = Rg', D = Vg" -Vg' and using b*k+2Jg" -g'l we conclude as in the proof of 3.8 that 'lV'R"l < C;, 0 6 i < k, and blk+2m c bvk+2U(g) n C k+2M. Here it is unimportant whether we use I . lg or I -lgn or ( 0 lg".
In the same manner we conclude for b9k+2U(g) II Ck+'M, g E M(Bk,I), using the proof of Proposition 3.15. Cl 
Assume g E M(Bk).
The map bTk+2U(g) n Ck+2M + b~k+2f10 (S2T*,g), g' E bTk+2U(g) n Ck+2M -+ g' -g E bpk+2Ro(S2T*,g) is a homeomorphism 0f b*k+2U(g) n C k+2M onto an open subset of b~k+2flo(S2T*,g).
Proof. The one-to-one property and the continuity of the map are clear from the definition of the topologies. We have to show the openess of the map. For this it is sufficient that for every g' E bvk+2U(g) n Ck+2M there exists an E = &(g') > 0 such that b?k+2UE(g') n C k+2M maps onto an open subset of blk+2flo(S2T*,g). Here byk+2U6(g') is taken in blk+2U(g). As above, there exist constants Cr(g),C2(g) > 0 such that CrIXIi Q g'(X,X) < C21XIi. Setting E(g') = m, we see immediately that byk+2Uc(g') n C k+2M is mapped one-to-one onto U,(O) C b,k+2flo(S2T*,g).
Cl
Proposition 3.25.
Assume g E M(Bk,I). The map byk+2U(g)nM(&, I)nCk+2M + @+w( PT*) g) is a homeomorphism
onto an open subset of b*k+200(S2T*,g).
Proof.
We proceed as in Proposition 3.24, choosing .?(g') in general much smaller than m, namely such that for all g" E U=,(g') (taken in byk+2U(g) fl M(Bk,I)) (3.19) is satisfied, where we replace g in the proof of 3.15 by g'. 0
From this proposition we obtain our first main result. 
Cl
Remark.
btk+2U(g) n c k+2M is not necessarily open in bpk+2U(g), for arbitrary g E M, and we have no evident manifold structure on the components. This and 3.12, 3.13 give a certain justification (among others) for the restriction to metrics satisfying (Bk) and (I). In the &-category this becomes still more striking, and we refer to [6] .
The group of bounded diffeomorphisms on a manifold of bounded geometry
We recall and develop in this section some results of [9] in the Banach category and study the group of bounded diffeomorphisms of an open complete manifold (Mn,g) satisfying (Bk) and (I).
Assume (Mn,g), (N', h) being open, complete and satisfying (Bk) and (I). This implies, in particular, the eXkknCe of numbers &M, 6~ > 0, 6~ < T'inj(M), 6~ < Tinj(N), and uniformly locally finite covers UM = { 176~ (z;)}i, UN = { UiN(yj)}j by normal coordinate neighbourhoods ( U6w(~;), zl,. . . , zn), (Ub,(yj), y', . . . , y'). Let Vg, Vh be the Levi-Civita connections of M resp. N and f E C""(M, N). The differential df z f* can be considered as a section of T*M @I f*TN. Then f induces the connection f*Vh in the induced bundle f*TN which is locally given by r;j = &frn(Z) rhi,j(f(Z)), a, = &.
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A coordinate free description is given by
The Vg and f*Vh induce connections V in all tensor bundles T:(M) @ f*T,"(N). Therefore, Vmdf is well defined. Since (Bn) implies the boundedness of the gab, gU", h;j in normal coordinates, the conditions of df bounded, in local coordinates ldf12 = trg(f*h) = gabhij dafi &fj < 00, and &fi bounded, are equivalent. As we have seen until now, the assumption of bounded geometry allowed to es- But f, g, fV, gP are bounded diffeomorphisms, f maps the geodesic ball of radius 6, centered at g(x) into a metric ball of the radius b]df] -6, centered at f(g(x)), f,, maps the same ball into the metric ball of radius b]dfV] -6, centered at fJg(x)), i.e. for p, u sufficiently large ( b]u'fv] '6, < 6 < rinj(M)), bd(f,,gP, fag) is well defined. Furthermore, bv"d(fygP, f + g) is locally defined and locally "kd(fVg,, f * 9) < b~k4h7p, l-d + "k4fvLL f * 9). In our case, a countable base for the neighbourhood filter of the unit element e = idM is given by
Then bb*kD(M) is complete by construction (or one applies 12.9.5. of [4] which leads to the same conclusion). 0
In our case, a metric on each component of bbykD(M) which is equivalent to that of (4.3) can be explicitely constructed by covering an arc by &-neighbourhoods and taking the infimum over all covers and arcs.
Clearly, different g,g' of the same component of bpk+3M(Bk,I) II C"+3M give the same group bbgk+32)(M) with equivalent metrics. This follows immediately from 3.8, 3.10 and 4.1. Moreover, bbpk+3ZJ(M) acts on each component of b*"+2M(Bk,I) II
Ck+2M,
if one defines bbvk+32)(M) and its metric with respect to this component.
If g E M&I) is a smooth metric, then the isotropy group bb~k+3Z)g(M) c bblk+3D(M) is a subgroup of smooth diffeomorphisms.
This follows from the fact that each element of the isotropy group is an element of Z (Mn,g) and each C'-isometry of a smooth metric is smooth according to a theorem of Palais (cf.
[IS]). Therefore, bb,k+QJM) c ZQF,g). but the right hand side of (4.4) equals to zero since f is an isometry, i.e. V = f*V.
Hence Vdf = 0, V"df = 0 for all K. Cl If f is an isometry of an Ck+2 -metric, then according to a theorem of CalabiHartman, f is of class C k+3. Altogether, we obtained:
Proposition 4.8.
For g E bfk+2M(&, r) n Ck+2M, bb~k+3Dg(M) = Z(M,g). Cl
The isometry group Z(Mn, g) is a finite dimensional Lie group (cf. [12] ). It inherits its manifold structure from the following imbedding cf. [12, II, $11.
Let O(M) be the orthonormal bundle of frames of (Mn,g),ze E M, and uc E rr-I(Q) c O(M) a fixed frame. Then Z(Mn,g) + O(M), f --f f*uo, is an imbedding.
The induced topology on bblk+32)g(M) = Z(M,g) is th e same as the original topology on bb~k+3Z70,(M) ( i.e. the trace topology of bbyk+3ZJ(M)). This follows from 5.1 of [5] . The next task would be to describe the orbit bblk+3D(M) -g c camp(g) and to establish a diffeomorphism bb~k+3D(M)/Z(M, g) -+ bb*k+32)(M) . g. To do this, one would like to apply the following well known
Theorem.
If G is a Lie group, X a smooth manifold, G x X + X a smooth action, x E X, G, the isotropy group and if G + X, g ---f g . x, is a subimmersion, then G, is a submanifold.
If additionally G . x is locally closed and the topology of G has a countable base, then G/Gz ---f G -x is a difleomorphism of manifolds.
In our case, Banach theory for M and Diff M, this theorem is not immediately applicable. The same holds for the L2-case. But we are able to prove the diffeomor-phism under an additional assumption concerning the closedness of the image of the differential of the map G + X,g ---t g -z, in the Lz-case. The main subject of this paper was to introduce into the problems concerning M/DiffM for open manifolds and their solution in the C" Banach case.
